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2 GROMOV HYPERBOLICITY THROUGHDECOMPOSITION OF METRIC SPACESJos�e M. Rodr��guez1 and Eva Tour��s2Abstrat. In this paper we study the hyperboliity in the Gromov sense of metri spaes. Wededue the hyperboliity of a spae from the hyperboliity of its \building blok omponents". Theseresults are valuable sine they simplify notably the topology of the spae and allow to obtain globalresults from loal information. We also study how the puntures and the deomposition of a Riemannsurfae in Y -piees and funnels a�et on the hyperboliity of the surfae.1. IntrodutionA good way to understand the important onnetions between graphs and Potential Theory onRiemannian manifolds (see e.g. [4℄, [11℄, [16℄, [20℄, [21℄, [22℄, [23℄, [31℄, [32℄, [36℄) is to study theGromov hyperboli spaes. This approah allows to establish a general setting to work simultaneouslywith graphs and manifolds, in the ontext of metri spaes. Besides, the idea of Gromov hyperboliitygrasps the essene of negatively urved spaes, and has been suessfully used in the theory of groups(see e.g. [17℄, [18℄, [19℄ and the referenes therein).Although there exist some interesting examples of hyperboli spaes (see the examples after Def-inition 2.1), the literature gives no good guide about how to determine whether or not a spae ishyperboli. This limitation an be somehow got round, sine the theory allows to obtain powerfulresults about non-hyperboli spaes whih have hyperboli universal overings. As topologial \ob-stales" may prevent a spae from being hyperboli, the possibility of studying its universal overinginstead, whih is always free of obstales, implies a substantial simpli�ation, and sometimes let usextrat important information about the spae itself (see e.g. [26℄).However, as was stated above, the haraterization of hyperboli spaes remains open. Reently,some interesting results of Balogh and Bukley [6℄ about the hyperboliity of Eulidean boundeddomains with their quasihyperboli metri have made signi�ant progress in this diretion (see also[9℄ and the referenes therein).Originally, the main aim of the present work was to study when non-exeptional Riemann surfaesequipped with its Poinar�e metri were Gromov hyperboli. However, we have proved several theoremson hyperboliity for general metri spaes, whih are interesting by themselves (see Setion 2) and haveimportant onsequenes for Riemann surfaes (see Setion 3). Although one should expet Gromovhyperboliity in non-exeptional Riemann surfaes due to its onstant urvature �1, this turns outnot to be true in general, sine topologial obstales an impede it: for instane, the two-dimensionaljungle-gym (a Z2-overing of a torus with genus two) is not hyperboli. Let us reall that in the aseof modulated plane domains, quasihyperboli metri and Poinar�e metri are equivalent.1The researh of the �rst author was partially supported by a grant fromDGI (BFM 2000-0022) Spain.2The researh of the seond author was supported by a grant fromDGI (BFM 2000-0022) Spain.Key words: Gromov hyperboliity, hyperboli Riemann surfaes, deomposition.2000 AMS Subjet Classi�ation: 30F, 30F20, 30F45.



3In [34℄ we prove that there is no inlusion relationship between hyperboli Riemann surfaes and theusual lasses of Riemann surfaes, suh as OG, OHP , OHB , OHD , surfaes with hyperboli isoperimet-ri inequality (see Setion 3), or the omplements of these lasses (even in the ase of plane domains).This fat makes the study of hyperboli Riemann surfaes more ompliated and interesting. One an�nd some other results on hyperboliity of metri spaes and Riemann surfaes in [27℄, [28℄, [33℄ and[34℄.Here we present the outline of the main results. We refer to the next setions for the de�nitionsand the preise statements of the theorems.We an reate or delete in�nitely many topologial obstales in a metri spae, preserving its hy-perboliity (see Theorem 2.2). Furthermore, some results in this paper let us dedue the hyperboliityof a spae from the hyperboliity of its \building blok omponents" (see theorems 2.3, 2.4 and 2.5).These results are valuable sine they simplify notably the topology and allow to obtain global resultsfrom loal information.As a orollary, we obtain partiular results on Riemann surfaes (see theorems 3.1 and 3.2). Besides,we study how the puntures (see Theorem 3.3) and the deomposition of a Riemann surfae in Y -piees and funnels (see Theorem 3.4 and Corollary 3.1) a�et on the hyperboliity of the surfae. Infat, these results allow, in many ases, to forget the puntures in order to study the hyperboliityof a Riemann surfae; this fat an be a signi�ant simpli�ation in the topology of the surfae, andtherefore makes easier the study of its hyperboliity. As a onsequene of these results, we haveobtained many examples of hyperboli Riemann surfaes (see Lemma 3.4, propositions 3.1, 3.2 and3.3, and Corollary 3.2).It is a remarkable fat that almost every onstant appearing in the results of this paper dependsjust on a small number of parameters. This is a ommon plae in the theory of hyperboli spaes (seee.g. theorems A and B) and is also typial of surfaes with urvature �1 (see the ollar lemma in [29℄and [35℄, and lemmas 3.1, 3.2 and 3.3).Notations. We denote by X , Xi or X i geodesi metri spaes. By dX and BX we shall denote,respetively, the distane and the balls in the metri of X .We denote by S or Si non-exeptional Riemann surfaes. We assume that the metri de�ned onthese surfaes is the Poinar�e metri, unless the ontrary is spei�ed.If 
 is a plane domain, we shall denote by �
 the onformal density of the Poinar�e metri in 
 ,i.e. the funtion suh that ds = �
 (z)jdzj is the Poinar�e metri in 
 .We denote by intA the interior of the set A.Finally, we denote by  and i, positive onstants whih an assume di�erent values in di�erenttheorems.
2. Results in metri spaesIn our study of hyperboli Gromov spaes we use the notations of [17℄. We give now the basi fatsabout these spaes. We refer to [17℄ for more bakground and further results.



4 Definition 2.1. Let us �x a point w in a metri spae (X; d). We de�ne the Gromov produt ofx; y 2 X with respet to the point w as(xjy)w := 12 �d(x;w) + d(y; w) � d(x; y)	 � 0 :We say that the metri spae (X; d) is Æ-hyperboli (Æ � 0) if(xjz)w � min�(xjy)w ; (yjz)w	� Æ ;for every x; y; z; w 2 X . We say that X is hyperboli (in the Gromov sense) if the value of Æ is notimportant.It is onvenient to remark that this de�nition of hyperboliity is not universally aepted, sinesometimes the word hyperboli refers to negative urvature or to the existene of Green's funtion.However, in this paper we only use the word hyperboli in the sense of De�nition 2.1.Examples: (1) Every bounded metri spae X is (diamX)-hyperboli (see e.g., [17, p.29℄).(2) Every omplete simply onneted Riemannian manifold with setional urvature whih isbounded from above by �k, with k > 0, is hyperboli (see e.g., [17, p.52℄).(3) Every tree with edges of arbitrary length is 0-hyperboli (see e.g., [17, p.29℄).Definition 2.2. If  : [a; b℄ �! X is a ontinuous urve in a metri spae (X; d), we an de�nethe length of  as L() := supn nXi=1 d((ti�1); (ti)) : a = t0 < t1 < � � � < tn = bo :We say that  is a geodesi if it is an isometry, i.e. L(j[t;s℄) = d((t); (s)) = jt � sj for everyt; s 2 [a; b℄. We say that X is a geodesi metri spae if for every x; y 2 X there exists a geodesijoining x and y; we denote by [x; y℄ any of suh geodesis (sine we do not require uniqueness ofgeodesis, this notation is ambiguous, but it is onvenient). It is lear that every geodesi spae ispath-onneted. A geodesi metri spae is proper if every losed ball is ompat.Definition 2.3. If X is a geodesi metri spae and x1; x2; x3 2 X , a geodesi triangle T =fx1; x2; x3g is the union of three geodesis [x1; x2℄, [x2; x3℄ and [x3; x1℄. A geodesi triangle T is Æ-thin(or satis�es the Rips ondition with onstant Æ) if for every x 2 [xi; xj ℄ we have that d(x; [xj ; xk℄ [[xk ; xi℄) � Æ for any permutation fxi; xj ; xkg of fx1; x2; x3g. The spae X is Æ-thin if every geodesitriangle in X is Æ-thin.A basi result is that hyperboliity is equivalent to Rips ondition:Theorem A. ([17, p.41℄) Let us onsider a geodesi metri spae X.(1) If X is Æ-hyperboli, then it is 4Æ-thin.(2) If X is Æ-thin, then it is 4Æ-hyperboli.We present now the lass of maps whih play the main role in the theory.Definition 2.4. A funtion between two metri spaes f : X �! Y is a quasiisometry if there areonstants a � 1; b � 0 with1a dX(x1; x2)� b � dY (f(x1); f(x2)) � adX(x1; x2) + b ; for every x1; x2 2 X:



5A suh funtion is alled an (a; b)-quasiisometry. We say that the image of f is "-full (for some " � 0) iffor every y 2 Y there exists x 2 X with dY (y; f(x)) � ". We say that X and Y are quasiisometriallyequivalents if there exists a quasiisometry between X and Y , with image "-full, for some " � 0. An(a; b)-quasigeodesi in X is an (a; b)-quasiisometry between an interval of R and X .Observe that a quasiisometry an be disontinuous.Remark. It is well known (see e.g. [21℄ or [22℄) that quasiisometrial equivalene is an equivalenerelation. In fat, if f : X �! Y is an (a; b)-quasiisometry with image "-full, then there exists afuntion g : Y �! X whih is an (a; 2a" + ab)-quasiisometry. In partiular, if f is a surjetive(a; b)-quasiisometry, then g is an (a; ab)-quasiisometry (in this ase we an hoose as g(y) any pointin f�1(y)).Quasiisometries are important sine they are the maps whih preserve hyperboliity:Theorem B. ([17, p.88℄) Let us onsider an (a; b)-quasiisometry between two geodesi metri spaesf : X �! Y . If Y is Æ-hyperboli, then X is Æ0-hyperboli, where Æ0 is a onstant whih only dependson Æ, a and b. Besides, if the image of f is "-full for some " � 0, then X is hyperboli if and only ifY is hyperboli.Along the paper we will work with spaes in whih we have de�ned the length of urves (see e.g.theorems 2.1, 2.2, 2.3, 2.4 and 2.5). There is a natural way to de�ne a pseudodistane in these spaes.Definition 2.5. If X is a spae in whih we have de�ned the length of urves, then we assoiateto it the anonial distane (or pseudodistane)dX(x; y) := inf �L() :  � X is a ontinuous urve joining x and y	 ;where L() is the length of , if x and y belong to the same path-onneted omponent of X . If xand y belong to distint path-onneted omponents of X , we de�ne dX (x; y) :=1. If A is a subsetof X , we de�ne for x and y in the same path-onneted omponent of A,dX jA(x; y) := inf �L() :  � A is a ontinuous urve joining x and y	 :If x and y belong to distint path-onneted omponents of A, we de�ne dX jA(x; y) :=1.The following theorem is a main tool in order to obtain some results of this paper (see Corollary2.1 and Theorem 2.2).Theorem 2.1. Let us onsider a geodesi metri spae X. Let us assume that fKngn are ompatsubsets of X, and that there are positive onstants 1; 2; suh that diamX Kn � 1 and dX(Kn;Km) �2 if n 6= m. We denote by X 0 the quotient spae obtained from X by identifying the points of eahKn in a single point kn. Then the anonial projetion of X in X 0 is a ((1 + 2)=2; 12=(1 + 2))-quasiisometry. Consequently, if X 0 is a geodesi metri spae, then X is hyperboli if and only if X 0is hyperboli. In partiular, if X is Æ-hyperboli, then X 0 is Æ0-hyperboli, with Æ0 a universal onstantwhih only depends on Æ, 1 and 2. If furthermore eah ball in X intersets only a �nite number ofKn's (this is the ase if X is proper), then X 0 is a geodesi metri spae.Remark. The proof of Theorem 2.1 gives diretly that in the ase of a single ompat set K1, weobtain a (1; 1)-quasiisometry.



6 Proof. Sine dX(Kn;Km) � 2, we have that dX0 (de�ned by De�nition 2.5) is a distane. Ifp : X �! X 0 is the anonial projetion, it is lear that dX0 veri�es(2.1) dX0(p(x); p(y)) = minndX(x; y); inf n dX (x;Kn0) + rXj=1 dX(Knj�1 ;Knj ) + dX(Knr ; y)oo ;for every x; y 2 X , where the in�mum is taken for every (possibly non-ordered) �nite subset of naturalnumbers fnjgrj=0.Let us see that(2.2) 21 + 2 dX(x; y)� 121 + 2 � dX0(p(x); p(y)) ; for every x; y 2 X :In order to see this inequality, we observe that for every (possibly non-ordered) �nite subset ofnatural numbers fnjgrj=0, we havedX (x; y) � dX(x;Kn0) + rXj=1 dX (Knj�1 ;Knj ) + dX (Knr ; y) + rXj=0 diamX(Knj ) :Observe that rXj=0 diamX(Knj ) � (r + 1)1 = 12 r2 + 1 � 12 rXj=1 dX(Knj�1 ;Knj ) + 1 :Then dX(x; y) � dX (x;Kn0) + �1 + 12� rXj=1 dX(Knj�1 ;Knj ) + dX(Knr ; y) + 1� 1 + 22 hdX(x;Kn0) + rXj=1 dX(Knj�1 ;Knj ) + dX(Knr ; y)i+ 1 ;for every (possibly non-ordered) �nite subset of natural numbers fnjgrj=0, and we onludedX(x; y) � 1 + 22 dX0(p(x); p(y)) + 1 ;for every x; y 2 X , whih gives (2:2).The inequality dX0(p(x); p(y)) � dX (x; y) follows from (2:1), and then p is a quasiisometry.We prove now that X 0 is a geodesi metri spae if eah ball in X intersets only a �nite numberof Kn's. We have that X 0 is a geodesi metri spae if and only if the in�mum in (2:1) is always aminimum. In order to take this in�mum it is enough to onsider (possibly non-ordered) �nite subsetof natural numbers fnjgrj=0 withdX(x;Kn0) + rXj=1 dX(Knj�1 ;Knj ) + dX(Knr ; y) � dX(x; y) :Sine the left hand side of this inequality is greater or equal than r2, we have that r � �12 dX(x; y).Then we obtain dX(x;Kni) � dX (x;Kn0) + iXj=1 dX(Knj�1 ;Knj ) + i�1Xj=0 diamX(Knj )� dX(x; y) + i�1Xj=0 diamX(Knj ) � dX(x; y) + r1� �1 + 12�dX(x; y) :



7This implies that, in order to take this in�mum, it is enough to onsider sets Knj verifying dX(x;Knj )� (1 + 1�12 )dX(x; y). Sine only a �nite number of Kn interset BX(x; (1 + 1�12 )dX (x; y)), thein�mum in (2:1) is in fat a minimum.It is easy to see that if X is a proper spae, then eah ball in X intersets only a �nite number ofKn's: If H > 0 and Y � X , we de�ne VH (Y ) := fx 2 X : d(x; Y ) � Hg. We onsider a losed ballBX(p; r) and its overing by the open sets ffintV2=2(Kn)gn; BX(p; 2r) n [nV2=4(Kn)g. If we hoosea �nite subovering with N open sets, we dedue that BX(p; r) intersets at most N ompat sets infKngn.The onlusions about hyperboliity are a onsequene of these fats and Theorem B. �Remark. If we denote by p�1 any funtion p�1 : X 0 �! X satisfying p(p�1(x)) = x for everyx 2 X 0, we have by (2:2) that p�1 is a ((1 + 2)=2; 1)-quasiisomerty whose image is 1-full.We have the following partiular ase. It allows to reate (or delete) in�nitely many topologialobstales in a metri spae, preserving its hyperboliity (we paste by identifying points). We need ade�nition.Definition 2.6. Let us onsider a geodesi metri spaeX and f�1n; �2ngn pairwise disjoint ompatsubsets of X . If 1; 2 are positive onstants, we say that f�1n; �2ngn are (1; 2)-identi�ed if (�1n; dX j�1n)and (�2n; dX j�2n) are isometri for eah n, diamX(�1n[�2n) � 1 for every n and dX(�1n[�2n; �1m[�2m) � 2for every n 6= m. We denote by X0 a spae obtained by identifying in X the ompat sets �1n and �2nby an isometry, for eah n.Remark. Sine dX(�1n [ �2n; �1m [ �2m) � 2, we have that dX0 (de�ned by De�nition 2.5) is adistane.Corollary 2.1. Let us onsider a geodesi metri spae X and f�1n; �2ngn (1; 2)-identi�ed. Ifeah �in is a single point, then the anonial projetion of X in X0 is a ((1 + 2)=2; 12=(1 + 2))-quasiisometry. Consequently, if X0 is a geodesi metri spae, then X is hyperboli if and only if X0is hyperboli. In partiular, if X is Æ-hyperboli, then X0 is Æ0-hyperboli, with Æ0 a universal onstantwhih only depends on Æ, 1 and 2.Identifying points is a very partiular way to paste spaes. The following theorem allows to reatein�nitely many topologial obstales in a metri spae (\genus", if the spae is a surfae), preservingits hyperboliity, in a more general way.There is a more useful point of view to appreiate the next theorem: we an delete in�nitelymany topologial obstales in a metri spae, preserving its hyperboliity. This fat allows a bigsimpli�ation in the topology of the spae (reall that the topologial obstales make diÆult thehyperboliity of a spae).Theorem 2.2. Let us onsider a geodesi metri spae X and f�1n; �2ngn (1; 2)-identi�ed. Thenthe anonial projetion of X in X0 is a ((1 + 2)=2; 12=(1+ 2))-quasiisometry. Consequently, ifX0 is a geodesi metri spae, then X is hyperboli if and only if X0 is hyperboli. In partiular, ifX is Æ-hyperboli, then X0 is Æ0-hyperboli, with Æ0 a universal onstant whih only depends on Æ, 1and 2.Remarks.



8 1. A similar argument to the one in the proof of Theorem 2.1 gives that X0 is a geodesi metrispae if eah ball in X intersets only a �nite number of �in's (this is the ase if X is proper).2. If �in are simple losed urves, the ondition that (�1n; dX j�1n) and (�2n; dX j�2n) are isometri isequivalent to LX(�1n) = LX(�2n).Proof. It is lear that dX j�1n ; dX j�2n and dX0 (de�ned by De�nition 2.5) are distanes.Let us onsider the anonial projetion p : X �! X0. It is lear that for every urve  in X wehave LX() = LX0(p()). Then for every x; y 2 X we have dX0 (p(x); p(y)) � dX (x; y), sine thereare more urves joining p(x) and p(y) in X0 than urves joining x and y in X .In order to prove the other inequality, let us �x x; y 2 X and let us onsider a geodesi  inX0 joining p(x) and p(y), if there is suh geodesi (in other ase, we an take n with LX0(n) �dX0(p(x); p(y)) + 1=n). Let us de�ne �n := p(�1n) = p(�2n). Then dX0(�n; �m) � 2 if n 6= m.If LX0() = dX(x; y), then dX0(p(x); p(y)) = dX(x; y). If LX0() < dX (x; y), then  meets some�n. In this ase let us hoose a urve 0 �  as follows: Sine dX0(�n; �m) � 2,  intersets only a�nite number of �n's, whih we denote by �n1 ; : : : ; �nr . We onsider  as a oriented urve from p(x)to p(y); then we an assume that  meets �n1 ; : : : ; �nr in this order (we only bear in mind the �rstintersetion).If  : [0; l℄ �! X0, let us de�net11 := minf0 � t � l : (t) 2 �n1g ; t21 := maxf0 � t � l : (t) 2 �n1g :In a similar way we de�ne reursivelyt1i := minft2i�1 � t � l : (t) 2 �nig ; t2i := maxft2i�1 � t � l : (t) 2 �nig ;if ([t2i�1; l℄)\�ni 6= ?; in other ase, we hoose instead of i the least natural number j with i < j � rand ([t2i�1; l℄) \ �nj 6= ?.In order to simplify the notation we an assume that we an de�ne t1i and t2i for every i = 1; 2; : : : ; r(in other ase, we extrat a subsequene).We de�ne 0 as the restrition of  to the losed set [0; t11℄ [ [t21; t12℄ [ � � � [ [t2r�1; t1r ℄ [ [t2r; l℄.We de�ne K1 := fp�1((t11)); p�1((t21))g; : : : ;Kr := fp�1((t1r)); p�1((t2r))g � X ; sine p is notinjetive, we take p�1((t1i )) := limt!(t1i )� p�1((t)) and p�1((t2i )) := limt!(t2i )+ p�1((t)); if t11 = 0(and/or t2r = l) we take p�1((t11)) = x (and/or p�1((t2r)) = y). With this hoie of K1; : : : ;Kr, wede�ne X 0 aording to Theorem 2.1 If p0 : X �! X 0 is the anonial projetion, then (2.2) givesdX0(p0(x); p0(y)) � 21 + 2 dX (x; y)� 121 + 2 ;for every x; y 2 X . If 1 := p0(p�10) � X 0, then we have the followingdX0(p(x); p(y)) := LX0() � LX0(0) = LX0(1) = dX0(p0(x); p0(y)) � 21 + 2 dX (x; y)� 121 + 2 ;for every x; y 2 X . The equality LX0(1) = dX0(p0(x); p0(y)) is a onsequene of the following fats:1 is a ontinuous urve in X 0 and the restrition of 0 to any interval [0; t11℄; [t21; t12℄; : : : ; [t2r�1; t1r ℄;[t2r ; l℄ is a geodesi in X0; therefore 1 is also a geodesi in X 0.Then, we have that p is a ((1 + 2)=2; 12=(1 + 2))-quasiisometry.The onlusions about hyperboliity are a onsequene of this fat and Theorem B. �



9Sine hyperboliity is invariant under quasiisometries, a ompat set inX does not play a signi�antrole in the hyperboliity of X . Furthermore, we an delete even in�nitely many ompats, under someweak onditions:Proposition 2.1. Let us onsider a geodesi metri spae X and ompat subsets fKngn of Xsuh that X0 := X n [n intKn is path-onneted. We assume that there are positive onstants 1; 2;suh that diamX Kn � 1 and dX(Kn;Km) � 2 if n 6= m. Then, there exists a quasiisometry fof X0 in X with onstants whih only depend on 1 and 2; furthermore, the image of f is 1-full.Consequently, if X0 is a geodesi metri spae, then X is hyperboli if and only if X0 is hyperboli.In partiular, if X is Æ-hyperboli, then X0 is Æ0-hyperboli, with Æ0 a universal onstant whih onlydepends on Æ, 1 and 2.Proof. Let us denote by X 0 the metri spae obtained from X by identifying the points of eahKnin a single point qn. By Theorem 2.1 and the remark before De�nition 2:6, there is a ((1+2)=2; 1)-quasiisometry j : X 0 �! X , whose image is 1-full. We denote by (X0)0 the metri spae obtainedfrom X0 by identifying the points of eah �Kn in a single point qn. Sine X 0 = (X0)0, we an onsiderthe omposition f of the anonial projetion p : X0 �! (X0)0 and j. Theorem 2.1 gives that p isa ((1 + 2)=2; 12=(1 + 2))-quasiisometry. Then f is a quasiisometry of X0 in X , with onstantswhih only depend on 1 and 2. Sine p is surjetive, the image of f is 1-full.The onlusions about hyperboliity are a onsequene of these fats and Theorem B. �It is also possible to hange in�nitely many ompat sets by other ompat sets.Proposition 2.2. Let us onsider two geodesi metri spaes X1, X2, and ompat subsetsfK1ngn � X1, fK2ngn � X2, suh that X0 := X1 n [n intK1n = X2 n [n intK2n is path-onneted,with LX1() = LX2(), for every urve  � X0. We also assume that there are positive onstants1; 2; suh that diamXi Kin � 1 and dXi(Kin;Kim) � 2 if n 6= m. Then there exists a quasiisometryf : X1 �! X2 with onstants whih only depend on 1 and 2. Consequently, X1 is hyperboli ifand only if X2 is hyperboli. In partiular, if X1 is Æ-hyperboli, then X2 is Æ0-hyperboli, with Æ0 auniversal onstant whih only depends on Æ, 1 and 2.Proof. By Proposition 2.1, there exists a quasiisometry fi of X0 in X i with onstants whih onlydepend on 1 and 2. Sine the image of f1 is 1-full, the remark after De�nition 2.4 gives that thereexists a quasiisometry f3 of X1 in X0 with onstants whih only depend on 1 and 2. Thereforef = f2 Æ f3 is the required quasiisometry.Sine the argument is symmetri in X1 and X2, there exists a similar quasiisometry g of X2 in X1.The onlusions about hyperboliity are a onsequene of these fats and Theorem B. �Definition 2.7. By a graph R = (V;E) we mean a set of points V = V (R) (alled verties), witha set of edges E = E(R) onneting pairs of verties; the edges are non-oriented, i.e. [v1; v2℄ = [v2; v1℄;it is allowed any �nite number of edges between two verties (in partiular, between a vertex anditself); it is allowed for any vertex to be an end of in�nitely many edges. We assume also that R isonneted.A yle in a graph is an edge onneting a vertex with itself or a sequene of distint edges[v1; v2℄; [v2; v3℄; : : : ; [vn�1; vn℄; [vn; v1℄.By a tree we mean a graph without yles; therefore, between two distint verties there is at mostone edge, and there are no edges onneting a vertex with itself.



10 A useful tool in the theory of Riemann surfaes is \ut and paste" (see e.g. [12, hapter X.3℄,[16℄, [31℄, [32℄). The following result allows to paste in�nitely many hyperboli spaes. We need ade�nition.Definition 2.8. Let us onsider a metri spae X , a family of geodesi metri spaes fXngn � Xsuh that �nm := �mn := Xn \Xm are ompat sets, and positive onstants 1; 2. We onsider thegraph R = (V;E) with verties V = fvngn and edges E, suh that [vn; vm℄ 2 E if and only if �nm 6= ?.We say that fXngn is a (1; 2)-deomposition of X if R is a tree, diamXn(�nm) � 1 for every n;m;and dXn(�nm; �nk) � 2 for every n and m 6= k.Remark. Sine R is a tree and �nm are ompat sets, it is lear that X is a geodesi metri spae.Theorem 2.3. Let us onsider a metri spae X and a family of geodesi metri spaes fXngnwhih is a (0; 0)-deomposition of X. If Æn is the sharpest onstant for Xn to be thin, then X is Æ-thinwith the sharpest onstant Æ = supn Æn. Then X is hyperboli if and only if there exists a onstant 1suh that Xn is 1-hyperboli for every n.Remark. If we want to reate topologial obstales by pasting fXngn (i.e. to take a graph insteadof a tree), we an apply Theorem 2.3 with a tree and, after that, we an use Corollary 2.1.Proof. Let us observe that eah �nm is a single point; then the restrition of dX to any Xnoinides with dXn , sine R is a tree.We onsider a geodesi triangle T in X . If the three verties of T are in the same Xn for some n, itis lear that T � Xn, sine in other ase some geodesi [xi; xi+1℄ � T exits of Xn and enters again atthe same point (sine R is a tree), and this is impossible beause then [xi; xi+1℄ \Xn is shorter than[xi; xi+1℄; then T is Æn-thin. This shows that Æ � supn Æn.If T intersets several Xn we de�ne Tn := T \Xn. If there are two verties of T in the same Xn,then Tn is a geodesi triangle if we onsider as the third vertex of Tn the unique point from whih Texits of Xn; then Tn is Æn-thin (observe that distint sides of Tn are inluded in distint sides of T ).The third vertex of T is in some Xm; then Tm is a geodesi \biangle" if we onsider as the seondvertex of Tm the unique point from whih T exits of Xm; let us observe again that distint sides ofTm are inluded in distint sides of T . We denote by 1 and 2 the two sides of Tm. Let us �x a pointx 2 Tm. Without loss of generality, x 2 1. We hoose now some point of 2; this point splits 2 intwo geodesis 12 and 22 ; now we an see Tm as a geodesi triangle of sides 1, 12 and 22 . Then wehave dX (x; 2) = dXm(x; 12 [ 22) � Æm :If T is not ontained in Tn [ Tm, then there is some Tk without verties of T . In this ase Tk is ageodesi \biangle", hoosing as verties of Tk the two points from whih T exits of Xk, and we anproeed as in the last ase. Then, T is (supn Æn)-thin.If T has the three verties in distint Xn then, we an proeed as in the last ases. The uniquedi�erene is that if Tk does not have verties of T , Tk an be now a geodesi \biangle" or a geodesitriangle. Then, T is (supn Æn)-thin, and this shows that Æ � supn Æn.Now, the last statement in the theorem is a onsequene of Theorem A and the equality Æ =supn Æn. �



11The following result allows to redue the study of the hyperboliity of a geodesi metri spae to thestudy of the hyperboliity of their \piees" or \omponents"; it is useful sine it allows to approahthe hyperboliity as a loal problem, although it is a global one.From another point of view, the next result allows to paste in�nitely many spaes, preserving theirhyperboliity, in a more general way than Theorem 2.3; observe that the sets �nm below do not needto be onneted and therefore we an reate a �nite number of topologial obstales eah time wepaste two spaes.Theorem 2.4. Let us onsider a metri spae X and a family of geodesi metri spaes fXngn � Xwhih is a (1; 2)-deomposition of X. Then X is Æ-hyperboli if and only if there exists a onstant 3suh that Xn is 3-hyperboli for every n. Furthermore, Æ is a universal onstant whih only dependson 1, 2 and 3.It is natural to onsider a graph G instead of the tree R. A anonial way to deal with this problemis to take a two-steps strategy: we an onsider a tree R with V (R) = V (G) and E(R) � E(G), andapply Theorem 2.4 to R; so we obtain a onneted spae and onsequently we an apply Theorem 2.2to �nish the gluing proess following the ombinatorial design of the edges in E(G) n E(R). In thisway theorems 2.2 and 2.4 an be ombined to obtain a more useful result than separately.We want to remark that the onlusion of Theorem 2.4 is not true if we delete the hypothesisdiamXn(�nm) � 1 or dXn(�nm; �nk) � 2.We wish to emphasize that ondition diamXn(�nm) � 1 is not very restritive: if the spae is\wide" at every point (in the sense of big injetivity radius, as is the ase of simply onneted spaes)or \narrow" at every point (as is the ase of trees), it is easier to study its hyperboliity; if we anfound narrow parts (as �nm) and wide parts, the problem is more diÆult and interesting.Remark. Observe that the onditions(1) diamXn(�nm) � 1 and dXn(�nm; �nk) � 2,imply(2) diamXn(�nm) � 1 and diamXn(�nm) � 4dXn(�nm; �nk), with onstant 4 = 1=2, and eahurve with �nite length in X intersets only a �nite number of �nm's.In fat, in the proof of Theorem 2.4 we only use (2); therefore, the onlusion of Theorem 2.4 istrue if we hange hypothesis (1) by (2).Proof. The idea of the proof is to onstrut a spae X 0 verifying the hypothesis of Theorem 2.3,whih is quasiisometri to X . In order to do this, we hoose xnm = xmn 2 �nm = �mn. Let us de�nea geodesi metri spae X 0 (as in Theorem 2.3) as the union of fXngn by identifying xnm and xmnfor eah [vn; vm℄ 2 E. Let us onsider the anonial projetion p : X 0 �! X , whih is a ontinuousand surjetive funtion. It is lear that for every urve  in X 0 we have LX0() = LX(p()). Then forevery x; y 2 X 0 we have dX(p(x); p(y)) � dX0(x; y), sine there are more urves joining p(x) and p(y)in X than urves joining x and y in X 0.In order to prove the other inequality, let us �x x; y 2 X 0 and let us onsider a geodesi  in Xjoining p(x) and p(y). Let us de�ne nm := p(�nm) = p(�mn). Then,dX(nm; nk) = dXn(�nm; �nk) � 2 � 21 diamXn(�nm) ;



12if m 6= k, and we onlude(2.3) diamXn(�nm) � 4 dX(nm; nk) ;if m 6= k, with 4 = 1=2.If  does not meet [nmnm, then  � Xn for some n, and onsequently, dX(p(x); p(y)) = dX0(x; y).In other ase, sine dX(nm; nk) = dXn(�nm; �nk) � 2,  intersets only a �nite number of nm's,whih we denote by n1n2 ; n3n4 ; : : : ; n2r�1n2r .We onsider  as a oriented urve from p(x) to p(y); then we an assume that  meets n1n2 ; n3n4 ;: : : ; n2r�1n2r in this order (we only bear in mind the �rst intersetion).If  : [0; l℄ �! X , let us de�net11 := minf0 � t � l : (t) 2 n1n2g ; t21 := maxf0 � t � l : (t) 2 n1n2g :In a similar way, we de�ne reursivelyt1i := minft2i�1 � t � l : (t) 2 n2i�1n2ig ; t2i := maxft2i�1 � t � l : (t) 2 n2i�1n2ig ;if ([t2i�1; l℄) \ n2i�1n2i 6= ?; in other ase, we hoose instead of i the least natural number j withi < j � r and ([t2i�1; l℄) \ n2j�1n2j 6= ?.In order to simplify the notation we an assume that we an de�ne t1i and t2i for every i = 1; 2; : : : ; r(in other ase, we extrat a subsequene). Then, we have for 1 � i < rn2i+1 = � n2i; if ((t2i ; l℄) \Xn2i�1 = ? ;n2i�1; if ((t2i ; l℄) \Xn2i�1 6= ? :We remark that n2i+1 = n2i if and only if any urve joining x and y in X intersets Xn2i .We de�ne 1 as the restrition of  to the losed set [0; t11℄ [ [t21; t12℄ [ � � � [ [t2r�1; t1r ℄ [ [t2r; l℄.We de�ne �1 as the preimage of 1 by p, suh that the preimage of eah ompat subset of 1 isanother ompat subset in X 0. For any i = 1; 2; : : : ; r, it is lear that we an hoose an ar gi � X 0onneting p�1((t1i )) and p�1((t2i )). We de�ne � := �1[g1[� � �[gr; it is a ontinuous urve joiningx and y in X 0.We show now that we an hoose gi suh that(2.4) LX0(g1) � 1 + 4LX([t21; t12℄) ; LX0(gr) � 1 + 4LX([t2r�1; t1r℄) ;LX0(gi) � 4LX([t2i�1; t1i ℄) + 4LX([t2i ; t1i+1℄) ; if 1 < i < r :If n3 = n2, by (2:3) we an hoose g1 verifyingLX0(g1) � diamXn1 (�n1n2) + diamXn2 (�n2n1) � 1 + 4dX (n2n1 ; n3n4) � 1 + 4LX([t21; t12℄) :If n3 = n1, by (2:3) we an hoose g1 verifyingLX0(g1) � diamXn1 (�n1n2) � 4dX (n1n2 ; n3n4) � 4LX([t21; t12℄) ;and then, we have the �rst inequality in (2:4). The seond inequality in (2:4) is similar.



13Assume now that 1 < i < r. If n2i+1 = n2i, by (2:3) we an hoose gi verifyingLX0(gi) � diamXn2i�1 (�n2i�1n2i) + diamXn2i (�n2in2i�1)� 4dX(n2i�1n2i ; n2i�3n2i�2) + 4dX (n2i�1n2i ; n2i+1n2i+2)� 4LX([t2i�1; t1i ℄) + 4LX([t2i ; t1i+1℄) :If n2i+1 = n2i�1, by (2:3) we an hoose gi verifyingLX0(gi) � diamXn2i�1 (�n2i�1n2i) � 4dX(n2i�1n2i ; n2i�3n2i�2) � 4LX([t2i�1; t1i ℄) ;and then, we have the last inequality in (2:4).Therefore, by (2:4) we have thatdX0(x; y) � LX0(�) = LX0(�1) + rXi=1 LX0(gi)� LX([0; t11℄) + r�1Xi=1 LX([t2i ; t1i+1℄) + LX([t2r ; l℄)+ 1 + 4LX([t21; t12℄) + 4 r�1Xi=2 �LX([t2i�1; t1i ℄) + LX([t2i ; t1i+1℄)�+ 1 + 4LX([t2r�1; t1r ℄)� �1 + 24��LX([0; t11℄) + r�1Xi=1 LX([t2i ; t1i+1℄) + LX([t2r; l℄)�+ 21� �1 + 24�LX() + 21 = �1 + 24�dX(p(x); p(y)) + 21 :Therefore, the anonial projetion p : X 0 �! X is a surjetive (1+24; 21=(1+24))-quasiisometry,and then, there is an \inverse" j : X �! X 0, whih is a (1 + 24; 21)-quasiisometry.Now, theorems 2.3 and B give the result. �As we have said just below Theorem 2.4, if we want to reate more general topologial obstalesby pasting fXngn, (i.e. to take a graph instead of a tree), �rstly we an apply Theorem 2.4 with atree and seondly, Theorem 2.2. A simple appliation of this idea is given by the following result.Theorem 2.5. Let us onsider a family of geodesi metri spaes fXngn. Let a onsider a graphR := (V;E) with verties V = fvngn and edges E, suh that there exists a �nite subset of edgesE1 � E, with R0 := (V;E n E1) being a tree. We denote by f[vn; vm℄igr(n;m)i=1 the edges onnetingvn and vm. We onstrut a metri spae X by pasting fXngn following the ombinatorial design ofR in the following way: if [vn; vm℄i 2 E we hoose ompat subsets �inm � Xn, �imn � Xm, with(�inm; dXn j�inm) and (�imn; dXm j�imn) isometri; we de�ne X as the union of fXngn by identifying �inmand �imn by an isometry, for eah [vn; vm℄i 2 E. Assume that X is a geodesi metri spae and thatthere are positive onstants 1; 2 suh that diamXn(�inm) � 1 and dXn(�inm; �jnk) � 2 if m 6= k ori 6= j. Then X is hyperboli if and only if there exists a onstant 3 suh that Xn is 3-hyperboli forevery n.The following result is very simple, but it will be useful in the proof of Proposition 3.1.Lemma 2.1. Let us onsider a geodesi metri spae X. If every geodesi triangle in X whih is asimple losed urve, is Æ-thin, then X is Æ-thin.



14 Proof. First, we observe that a geodesi an not interset itself. Let us onsider a geodesitriangle T in X ; we denote its sides by 1; 2; 3, and we assume that 1[2[3 is not a simple losedurve. In the points in whih two sides intersets, the distane of one point to the union of the othersides is zero. We onsider now a point x whih is in only one side of T (without loss of generality,x 2 1); there is a simple losed urve Tx verifying x 2 Tx � T and whih is the union of two or threesegments �i � i. In order to see this, onsider the maximal open segment g � 1 with x 2 g andg \ (2 [ 3) = ?. We hoose as �1 the losure of g and we onsider ��1 = fy; zg. Let us assume thaty 2 2 and z 2 3; sine 2 \ 3 has at least one point, we an hoose segments �2 � 2, �3 � 3, with��2 = fy; wg, ��3 = fz; wg and �2 \ �3 = fwg; then, Tx = �1 [ �2 [ �3. We assume now y; z 2 2(the ase y; z 2 3 is similar); sine 2 an not interset itself, we an hoose a segment �2 � 2 with��2 = fy; zg, and then Tx = �1 [ �2.If Tx is the union of three segments �i � i, then Tx is a geodesi triangle in X whih is a simplelosed urve. The hypothesis gives that the distane of x to the union of the other sides is less orequal than Æ.If Tx is the union of two segments �i � i, then by a hange in the notation we an assume thatTx = �1 [ �2 and x 2 �1. We hoose some point of �2; this point splits �2 in two geodesis �12 and �22 ;now we an see Tx as a geodesi triangle of sides �1, �12 and �22 , whih is a simple losed urve. Thenwe have by hypothesis dX(x; �2) = dX (x; �12 [ �22) � Æ : �
3. Results in Riemann surfaesHere we present the results whih allow to \paste" Riemann surfaes, preserving hyperboliity. Inthis setion we always work with the Poinar�e metri; onsequently, urvature is always �1. In fat,many onepts appearing here (as puntures or funnels) only make sense with the Poinar�e metri.The intuition would say that negative urvature must imply hyperboliity; in fat this is whathappens when there are no topologial \obstales" (as in the ase of the Poinar�e disk D) or thereis a �nite number of them (see Proposition 3.2). However, if there are in�nitely many topologial\obstales", the hyperboliity an fail, as is the ase of the two-dimensional jungle gym (a Z2-overingof a torus with genus two), whih is quasiisometri to the Eulidean plane.The results in this setion are useful sine they not only provide many examples of hyperboliRiemann surfaes, but also allow to establish riteria in order to deide whether a Riemann surfae ishyperboli or not.Below we ollet some de�nitions onerning to Riemann surfaes whih will be referred to after-wards.An open non-exeptional Riemann surfae (or a non-exeptional Riemann surfae without bound-ary) S is a Riemann surfae whose universal overing spae is the unit disk D = fz 2 C : jzj < 1g,endowed with its Poinar�e metri, i.e. the metri obtained by projeting the Poinar�e metri of theunit disk ds = �D(z)jdzj = 2 jdzj1� jzj2 ;



15or, equivalently, the upper half plane U = fz 2 C : Im z > 0g, with the metri ds = �U(z)jdzj =jdzj= Im z. Observe that, with this de�nition, every non-bordered ompat non-exeptional Riemannsurfae is open. With this metri, S is a omplete Riemannian manifold with onstant urvature �1,and therefore S is a geodesi metri spae. The only Riemann surfaes whih are left out are thesphere, the plane, the puntured plane and the tori. It is easy to study the hyperboliity of thesepartiular ases; if we give to these surfaes metris with onstant urvature (K = 1 for the sphereand K = 0 in the other ases), the sphere and the tori are hyperboli sine they are ompat, thepuntured plane is hyperboli sine it is isometri to a ylinder, and the plane is not hyperboli (Rnis hyperboli if and only if n = 1).It is well-known (see e.g. [5, p.100℄, [7, p.131℄, [25, p.18℄) that(3.1) dD(0; z) = log 1 + jzj1� jzj = 2Argtanh jzj :Let S be an open non-exeptional Riemann surfae with a punture q (if S � C, every isolatedpoint in �S is a punture). A ollar in S about q is a doubly onneted domain in S \bounded" bothby q and a Jordan urve (alled the boundary urve of the ollar) orthogonal to the penil of geodesisemanating from q. It is well known that the length of the boundary urve is equal to the area of theollar (see e.g. [8℄).A ollar in S about q of area � will be alled an �-ollar and it will be denoted by CS(q; �). Atheorem of Shimizu [35℄ gives that for every punture in any open non-exeptional Riemann surfae,there exists an �-ollar for every 0 < � � 1 (see also [24, p.60-61℄).We say that a urve is homotopi to a punture q if it is freely homotopi to �CS(q; �) for some(and then for every) 0 < � < 1.We have used the word geodesi in the sense of De�nition 2.2, that is to say, as a global geodesior a minimizing geodesi; however, we need now to deal with a speial type of loal geodesis: simplelosed geodesis, whih obviously an not be minimizing geodesis. We will ontinue using the wordgeodesi with the meaning of De�nition 2.2, unless we are dealing with losed geodesis.A ollar in S about a simple losed geodesi  is a doubly onneted domain in S \bounded" bytwo Jordan urves (alled the boundary urves of the ollar) orthogonal to the penil of geodesisemanating from ; suh ollar is equal to fp 2 S : dS(p; ) < dg, for some positive onstant d. Theonstant d is alled the width of the ollar. Collar Lemma [29℄ says that there exists a ollar of  ofwidth d, for every 0 < d � d0, where osh d0 = oth(LS()=2).We say that S is a bordered non-exeptional Riemann surfae (or a non-exeptional Riemann surfaewith boundary) if it an be obtained deleting an open set V of an open non-exeptional Riemannsurfae R, suh that:(1) dS := dRjS (reall De�nition 2.5),(2) any ball in R intersets at most a �nite number of onneted omponents of V ,(3) the boundary of S is loally Lipshitz.Any suh surfae S is a bordered orientable Riemannian manifold of dimension 2 and its Riemannianmetri has onstant negative urvature �1. It is not diÆult to see that S is a geodesi metri spae.A funnel is a bordered non-exeptional Riemann surfae whih is topologially a ylinder and whoseboundary is a simple losed geodesi. Given a positive number a, there is a unique (up to onformal



16mapping) funnel suh that its boundary urve has length a. Every funnel is onformally equivalent,for some � > 1, to the subset fz 2 C : 1 � jzj < �g of the annulus fz 2 C : 1=� < jzj < �g.Every doubly onneted �nal of an open non-exeptional Riemann surfae is a punture (if thereare homotopially non-trivial urves with arbitrary small length) or a funnel (in other ase).A Y-piee is a bordered non-exeptional Riemann surfae whih is onformally equivalent to asphere without three open disks and whose boundary urves are simple losed geodesis. Given threepositive numbers a; b; , there is a unique (up to onformal mapping) Y-piee suh that their boundaryurves have lengths a; b;  (see e.g. [30, p.410℄). They are a standard tool for onstruting Riemannsurfaes. A lear desription of these Y-piees and their use is given in [12, hapter X.3℄ and [10,hapter 1℄.A generalized Y-piee is a non-exeptional Riemann surfae (with or without boundary) whih isonformally equivalent to a sphere without n open disks and m points, with integers n;m � 0 andn +m = 3, so that the n boundary urves are simple losed geodesis and the m deleted points arepuntures. Observe that a generalized Y-piee is topologially the union of a Y-piee and m ylinders,with 0 � m � 3.Definition 3.1. A set I in an open non-exeptional Riemann surfae S is alled r-uniformlyseparated if the balls fBS(p; r)gp2I are pairwise disjoint. We say that I is uniformly separated if thevalue of r is not important.A set I in an open non-exeptional Riemann surfae S is alled r-strongly uniformly separated if theballs fBS(p; r)gp2I are simply onneted and pairwise disjoint. We say that I is strongly uniformlyseparated if the value of r is not important.The sets strongly uniformly separated play a entral role in the study of hyperboli isoperimetriinequalities (HII) in open Riemann surfaes. In fat, we have the following result:Theorem C. [2, Theorem 1℄ Let S be an open non-exeptional Riemann surfae, let I be a losedand ountable subset of S and S� := S n I. Then, S� has HII if and only if S has HII and I is stronglyuniformly separated in S.We reall that an open non-exeptional Riemann surfae S satis�es a hyperboli isoperimetriinequality if there is a positive onstant h suh thatAS(D) � hLS(�D)holds for every relatively ompat domain D � S with smooth boundary, where AS(D) denotes thearea of D in the Poinar�e metri of S.There are interesting relations of the hyperboli isoperimetri inequality with other onformalinvariants of a Riemann surfae (see e.g. [2℄, [12, p.95℄, [13℄, [15℄, [25, p.145℄, [37, p.333℄).Theorems 2.2 and 2.4 have a simpler statement in the ontext of non-exeptional Riemann surfaes(with or without boundary) if we \paste" these surfaes by identifying simple losed geodesis:Theorem 3.1. Let us onsider a non-exeptional Riemann surfae S with boundary, and f�1n; �2ngn(1; 0)-identi�ed, suh that f�1n; �2ngn � �S are pairwise disjoint simple losed geodesis and LS(�1n) �1 for every n. Then S is hyperboli if and only if S0 is hyperboli. In partiular, if S is Æ-hyperboli,then S0 is Æ0-hyperboli, with Æ0 a universal onstant whih only depends on Æ and 1.



17Remark. Sine �in are simple losed urves, the ondition that (�1n; dS j�1n) and (�2n; dS j�2n) areisometri is equivalent to LS(�1n) = LS(�2n).Theorem 3.2. Let us onsider a non-exeptional Riemann surfae S (with or without boundary)and a family of non-exeptional Riemann surfaes fSngn with boundary whih is a (1; 0)-deompositionof S, with f�nmgm � �Sn pairwise disjoint simple losed geodesis for every n and LS(�nm) � 1 forevery n;m. Then S is Æ-hyperboli if and only if there exists a onstant 2 suh that Sn is 2-hyperbolifor every n. Furthermore, Æ is a universal onstant whih only depends on 1 and 2.Remark. The onlusion of Theorem 3.2 is still true if we substitute the simple losed geodesis�nm � �Sn, by families of simple losed geodesis f�jnmgr(n;m)j=1 � �Sn, with r(n;m) = r(m;n),LS(�jnm) = LS(�jmn) � 1, and dSn(�jnm; �lnm) � 1.Proof of theorems 3.1 and 3.2. These results are diret onsequene, respetively, of theorems2.2 and 2.4, and the following fats:Every non-exeptional Riemann surfae (with or without boundary) is a geodesi metri spae.If 1; 2, are disjoint simple losed geodesis ontained in an open non-exeptional Riemann surfae,with length less or equal than a, ollar Lemma [29℄ says that there exist disjoint ollars of i ofwidth d0, where osh d0 = oth(a=2). Therefore, d(1; 2) � 2Argosh(oth(a=2)); it is lear thatthis inequality is also true if S has boundary, sine then S is ontained in an open non-exeptionalRiemann surfae. �We ollet here the tehnial results that we will need in the proof of Theorem 3.3.Lemma 3.1. If � is a urve joining z; w 2 �BD(p; r), with 0 < r � R and � � BD(p; r), thenthere exists a urve �0 � �BD(p; r) joining z and w, with LD(�0) � 1LD(�), where 1 is a universalonstant whih only depends on R.Proof. Without loss of generality we an assume that p = 0. Then BD(0; r) = B(0; tanh(r=2)),by (3:1). Sine the density of the Poinar�e metri is �D(z) = 2=(1� jzj2), we have 2L(g) � LD(g) �2L(g)=(1� tanh2(R=2)) = 2L(g) osh2(R=2), for any urve g � BD(0; r), if L denotes the Eulideanlength. Therefore, it is enough to prove the lemma for the Eulidean length instead of the Poinar�elength. This result is lear for the Eulidean length with onstant �=2, sine tj���j � �=2jtei�� tei�jfor t > 0 and j� � �j � �. �Lemma 3.2. Let S be an open non-exeptional Riemann surfae and I be a r-strongly uniformlyseparated set in S. If x; y 2 S1 := S n [p2IBS(p; r) and  is a urve joining x and y in S, then thereexists a urve 0 � S1 joining x and y with LS(0) � 1LS(), where 1 is a universal onstant whihonly depends on r. In partiular, dS jS1(x; y) � 1dS(x; y).Proof. Let us assume that x; y 2 �BS(p; r) and  � BS(p; r), for some p 2 I ; sine BS(p; r) issimply onneted, it is isometri to BD(0; r) and then it is enough to apply Lemma 3.1.In the general ase, the urve  an intersets many balls BS(p1; r); BS(p2; r); : : : ; BS(pk; r). Thenwe an substitute eah onneted omponent �ij of �i :=  \ BS(pi; r) by a urve �ij0 � �BS(pi; r)as in the last ase. Sine the onstant 1 is the same for any i, the urve 0 is the union of �ij0 and n [ki=1�i. �



18 Lemma 3.3. Let S be an open non-exeptional Riemann surfae with a punture p, and 0 < � � 1.Then, we have that CS�p; 4�p�2 + 16� \  = ? ;for any geodesi  joining points w1; w2 2 S n CS(p; �).Proof. It is well known that S an be expressed as a quotient U=�, where � is a disrete groupof M�obius transformations preserving the upper half plane U, and the set D� = fz 2 U : 0 � Re z <1 ; Im z > 1=�g is projeted injetively onto CS(p; �), for 0 < � � 1.Let  be a geodesi joining points w1; w2 2 S n CS(p; �). If  does not interset CS(p; �), thenthere is nothing to prove, sine 4�=p�2 + 16 < �. We an assume that  intersets CS(p; �). Then,there exists a geodesi � in U (a semiirle entered at a point in the real axis) whose projetion is and suh that the projetion of � \D� is  \CS(p; �). Without loss of generality we an assume that� meets the horizontal line fIm z = 1=�g in the points i=�; t+ i=�, with 0 < t � 1=2 (if t > 1=2, thegeodesi joining i=�; t� 1 + i=� would be shorter).It is lear that the worse ase orresponds to t = 1=2. So, we take t = 1=2, and we will ompute theEulidean radius r of the semiirle �; then,  \CS(p; �) = ? for � = 1=r. If z = x+ iy, the equationof � is (x� 1=4)2+ y2 = r2. Sine i=� 2 �, we have 1=16+1=�2 = r2, whih gives r = p�2 + 16=(4�)and � = 4�=p�2 + 16 . �The following lemma gives the �rst family of examples of hyperboli non-exeptional Riemannsurfaes.Lemma 3.4. Any �-ollar of a punture in an open non-exeptional Riemann surfae is 0-thin,for 0 < � � 1, with 0 = 12 + 12 log 1716 . Also, the losure of any �-ollar of a punture is 0-thin, for0 < � < 1.Proof. Let us observe that, given 0 < � � 1, any two �-ollars of puntures are isometri.Sine CS(p; �) � CS(p; 1) for any 0 < � � 1 and the geodesis (in the metri of CS(p; 1)) joiningw1; w2 2 CS(p; �) are ontained in CS(p; �), we have that if CS(p; 1) is 0-thin, then CS(p; �) is0-thin, for any 0 < � � 1. The same argument works for CS(p; �), with 0 < � < 1. Therefore, it isenough to show that CS(p; 1) is 0-thin.Let us observe that CS(p; 1) = [0<�<1�CS(p; �). Given a geodesi triangle T = fx1; x2; x3g inCS(p; 1), we denote by �i the positive number with xi 2 �CS(p; �i). By a hange of notation, wean assume that 0 < �1 � �2 � �3 < 1. By Lemma 3.3, T \ CS(p; 4�1=p�21 + 16 ) = ?; then,T � [4�1=p�21+16����3�CS(p; �).It is lear that every �CS(p; �), with �1 � � � �3 intersets at least two sides of T ; sineLS(�CS(p; �)) = �, if x 2 T \�CS(p; �), with �1 � � � �3, then the distane of x to the union of theother sides of T is less or equal than �=2 � 1=2. If x 2 T \ �CS(p; �), with 4�1=p�21 + 16 � � < �1,then dS(x; �CS(p; �1)) � dS��CS(p; �1); �CS�p; 4�1p�21 + 16�� = 12 log�1 + �2116� � 12 log 1716 ;and, sine there is a point of the union of the other sides of T in �CS(p; �1), then the distane of x tothe union of the other sides of T is less or equal than �12 + 12 log 1716 � 12 + 12 log 1716 . This �nishes theproof. �



19The following theorem allows, in many ases, to forget the puntures in order to study the hy-perboliity of a Riemann surfae; this fat an be a signi�ant simpli�ation in the topology of thesurfae, and therefore makes easier the study of its hyperboliity.Theorem 3.3. Let S be an open non-exeptional Riemann surfae and I be a r-strongly uniformlyseparated set in S. Then, S is hyperboli if and only if S� := S n I is hyperboli. In partiular, if Sis Æ-hyperboli then S� is Æ0-hyperboli, with Æ0 a universal onstant whih only depends on Æ and r.Remark. Reall that dS� 6= dS jS� , sine (S�; dS�) is a omplete Riemannian manifold (the pointsof I are at in�nite dS�-distane of the points of S�). This fat also implies that (S�; dS�) is a geodesimetri spae.Proof. Let us assume that S is Æ-hyperboli. The idea of the proof is to split S into two sets: ina neighbourhood of the set I (whih will be dealt with the previous lemmas), and the omplement ofthis set (in whih dS and dS� are omparable).By Proposition 1 in [2℄, there exist 0 < r1 < r2 < r and 0 < � < 1, whih only depend on r, suhthat BS(p; r1) � CS�(p; �) [ fpg � BS(p; r2) :We de�ne S0 := S� n [p2ICS�(p; �). Then we have thatS� = S0 [ � [p2I CS�(p; �) � :By Lemma 3.1 in [2℄, we have that tanh r12 < LS()LS�() < 1 ;for every urve  � S0 with �nite length in S. Then we obtain for x; y 2 S0tanh r12 � dS jS0(x; y)dS�jS0(x; y) � 1 :Then the identity i : (S0; dS�jS0) �! (S0; dS jS0) is a quasiisometry with onstants whih onlydepend on r. Observe that (S0; dS�jS0) and (S0; dS jS0) are geodesi metri spaes (they are borderednon-exeptional Riemann surfaes).We prove now that the inlusion j : (S0; dS jS0) �! (S; dS) is a quasiisometry with onstants whihonly depend on r.It is lear that for every x; y 2 S0 we have dS(x; y) � dS jS0(x; y), sine there are more urvesjoining x and y in S than in S0.We prove now the other inequality. If x; y 2 S n [p2IBS(p; r2), then Lemma 3.2 gives(3.2) dS jS0(x; y) � dS jSn[p2IBS(p;r2)(x; y) � 1dS(x; y) ;sine S n [p2IBS(p; r2) � S0, where 1 is a onstant whih only depends on r.If x; y 2 S0, we an hoose x0; y0 2 S n [p2IBS(p; r2), with dS(x; x0) � dS jS0(x; x0) � r2 � r1 anddS(y; y0) � dS jS0(y; y0) � r2 � r1. Then (3:2) gives thatdS jS0(x; y) � dS jS0(x0; y0) + 2(r2 � r1) � 1dS(x0; y0) + 2(r2 � r1) � 1dS(x; y) + 2(r2 � r1)(1 + 1) :



20Consequently, j : (S0; dS jS0) �! (S; dS) is a quasiisometry with onstants whih only depend on r.Sine S is Æ-hyperboli and j Æ i is a quasiisometry, then Theorem B gives that (S0; dS�jS0) isÆ1-hyperboli, with Æ1 a universal onstant whih only depends on Æ and r.We reall that, by Lemma 3.4, CS�(p; �) is 0-hyperboli for every p 2 I .If p; q 2 I and p 6= q, we havediamS�(�CS�(p; �)) � LS�(�CS�(p; �)) = � < 1 ;dS�(�CS�(p; �); �CS�(q; �)) � dS�(�CS�(p; �); �CS�(p; 1)) + dS�(�CS�(q; 1); �CS�(q; �)) = 2 log 1� :Then, Theorem 2.4 gives that S� is Æ0-hyperboli, with Æ0 a universal onstant whih only depends onÆ and r.We assume now that S� is hyperboli. Then, Theorem 2.4 also gives that (S0; dS�jS0) is hyperboli.Sine i is a surjetive quasiisometry, then Theorem B gives that (S0; dS jS0) is hyperboli.If p; q 2 I and p 6= q, we havediamS(�CS�(p; �)) � diamS(BS(p; r2)) = 2r2 ;dS(�CS�(p; �); �CS�(q; �)) � dS(BS(p; r2); BS(q; r2)) � 2(r � r2) :Sine diamS(CS�(p; �) [ fpg) � 2r2, then CS�(p; �) [ fpg (with its metri in S) is 2r2-hyperboli, forevery p 2 I . Therefore, Theorem 2.4 gives that S is hyperboli. �The following proposition gives the seond family of examples of hyperboli non-exeptional Rie-mann surfaes, with a ualitative behaviour of the hyperboliity onstants.Proposition 3.1. Let A be an annulus with its simple losed geodesi  verifying LA() � a, andlet F be a funnel with boundary . Then F and A are 1-hyperboli, where 1 is a onstant whih onlydepends on a. Also, every doubly onneted non-exeptional Riemann surfae with ompat boundaryor without boundary, is hyperboli.Proof. We onsider the puntured dis D� := fz 2 C : 0 < jzj < 1g and the annulus A" :=fz 2 C : " < jzj < 1g, for 0 < " < 1. It is well known that every annulus is onformally equivalentto A" for some 0 < " < 1. As D� is hyperboli (by Theorem 3.3) we will show that the funnels ofA" (for 0 < " < "0) are hyperboli using a quasiisometry; an iterative proess will give the result for0 < " < 1.The Poinar�e length of any urve  in a plane domain 
 an be omputed by the formula L
 () =R �
 (z)jdzj. In these partiular ases we have�D�(z) = 1jzj log 1z ; �A"(z) = "jzj sen �" log 1z � ;with " := �= log(1=") (see e.g. [1, p.17℄). The simple losed geodesi in A" is fjzj = p" g, andhas length 2�". We also have CD�(0; 2�= log(1=r)) = f0 < jzj < rg and CD�(0; �) = f0 < jzj <exp(�2�=�)g.If F := fp" � jzj < 1g, we show now that the injetion i : (F; dA") �! (D�; dD�) is a quasi-isometry, if " is small enough. Let us observe that F is a onvex set for the distane dA" , sinefp" � jzj < 1g and f" < jzj � p" g are isometri for dA" .



21However, F is not a onvex set for the distane dD� . We assume that a dD�-geodesi  join-ing two points in F , intersets f0 < jzj < p" g = CD�(0; 4�= log(1=")). By Lemma 3.3, if r" :=exp(�p�2 + log2(1=")=2), we have that(3.3) �0 < jzj < r"	 \  = CD��0; 4�p�2 + log2(1=")� \  = ? :Observe that t= sen t is an inreasing funtion in (0; �). This gives, in B" := fr" � jzj < 1g,1 < �A"(z)�D�(z) = " log 1zsen �" log 1z � � " log 1r"sen �" log 1r" � = �2q1 + �2log2(1=")sen��2q1 + �2log2(1=") � =:M" ;if �2q1 + �2log2(1=") < �, i.e. 0 < " < exp � � �=p3 � (this ondition is equivalent to " < r"). Then,we onlude dD�jB"(z1; z2) � dA"jB"(z1; z2) � M" dD�jB"(z1; z2), for every z1; z2 2 F , if 0 < " <exp �� �=p3 �.By (3:3), we have that dD�(z1; z2) � dA"(z1; z2) � M" dD�(z1; z2), for every z1; z2 2 F , if 0 < " <exp ���=p3 �. Then, i : (F; dA" ) �! (D�; dD�) is a (M"; 0)-quasiisometry, if 0 < " < exp ���=p3 �.We hoose 0 < �1 < �2 < 1, with �2 < p�1 . Observe that sen t= sen(at) is an inreasing funtionin (0; �=2), if 1 < a < 2. Then we have, in fp�1 � jzj < 1g,1 < �A�2 (z)�A�1 (z) = �2 sen ��1 log 1z ��1 sen ��2 log 1z � � �2�1 sen ��2 log 1p�1 � = log 1�1log 1�2 1sen��2 log 1�1log 1�2 � =:M(�1; �2) :These inequalities give dA�1 (z1; z2) � dA�2 (z1; z2) �M(�1; �2) dA�1 (z1; z2), for every z1; z2 2 fp�2 �jzj < 1g, sine fp�2 � jzj < 1g is dA�2-onvex and fp�1 � jzj < 1g is dA�1-onvex (reall that�2 < p�1 ). Then, i : (fp�2 � jzj < 1g; dA�2 ) �! (A�1 ; dA�1 ) is a (M(�1; �2); 0)-quasiisometry, if�2 < p�1 .We onsider the sequene, for n � 0,"n := exp��2�p3 �34�n�:Let us observe that "0 = exp(�2�=p3 ) < exp(��=p3 ) and "n+1 < p"n.We prove now, by indution, that F" (a funnel orresponding to A") is n-hyperboli for 0 < " � "n,where n is a onstant whih only depends on n. Sine 0 < " � "n is equivalent to LA"(") =2�2= log(1=") � 2�2= log(1="n) and f"ng is an inreasing sequene with limit 1, the indution hypoth-esis is equivalent to Proposition 3.1 for funnels. The onlusion for annuli is a onsequene of this fatand Theorem 2.4, sine an annulus an be obtained by gluing two isometri funnels.The inlusion i : (F; dA" ) �! (D�; dD�) is a (M"0 ; 0)-quasiisometry, for 0 < " � "0, sine M" is aninreasing funtion in ", and "0 = exp(�2�=p3 ) < exp(��=p3 ). (D�; dD�) is hyperboli by Theorem3.3. Therefore, Theorem B gives the indution hypothesis for n = 0.Let us assume the indution hypothesis for n. If we onsider �1 = "n and �2 = ", the inlusioni : (fp" � jzj < 1g; dA") �! (A"n ; dA"n ) is a (M("n; "n+1); 0)-quasiisometry, for "n � " � "n+1, sineM("n; ") is an inreasing funtion in ", and " � "n+1 < p"n . (A"n ; dA"n ) is n-hyperboli by theindution hypothesis for n. Therefore, Theorem B gives the indution hypothesis for n+ 1.



22 Now, we onsider a doubly onneted non-exeptional Riemann surfae S with ompat boundaryor without boundary. If S does not have boundary, it is isometri to D� or some annulus, and thenit is hyperboli by Theorem 3.3 or the �rst part of the proposition. If S has ompat boundary, it isisometri to a bordered surfae S1 ontained in R, where R is D, D� or some annulus; R is the unionof S1 and at most two other bordered surfaes. Then, Theorem 2.4 gives that S1 is hyperboli, sineR is hyperboli. �This result allows to �nd two important lasses of hyperboli non-exeptional Riemann surfaes,whih appear in propositions 3.2 and 3.3.Definition 3.2. We say that a non-exeptional Riemann surfae S (with or without boundary)is of �nite type if their fundamental group is �nitely generated. If S has not boundary, then it issimply or doubly onneted or it an be obtained from a ompat non-exeptional Riemann surfaeby pasting n ollars of puntures and m funnels.Proposition 3.2. Every non-exeptional Riemann surfae with ompat boundary or withoutboundary of �nite type is hyperboli.Proof. We onsider a non-exeptional Riemann surfae with ompat boundary or without bound-ary of �nite type S. If it is simply onneted, it is isometri to D (then it is hyperboli) or to a subsetof D bordered by a Jordan urve (then it is ompat, and onsequently it is hyperboli). If it is doublyonneted, we an apply Proposition 3.1.We assume now that S is not simply nor doubly onneted. If S has not boundary, then it anbe obtained from a ompat non-exeptional Riemann surfae S0 by pasting n ollars of punturesand m funnels. We know by Lemma 3.4 and Proposition 3.1 that ollars of puntures and funnelsare hyperboli. Sine S0 has �nite diameter, it is also hyperboli. Now, Theorem 2.4 gives the result.If S has ompat boundary, then there is a non-exeptional Riemann surfae without boundary of�nite type R and ompat non-exeptional Riemann surfaes with boundary S1; : : : ; Sn suh thatR = S [ S1 [ � � � [ Sn; then Theorem 2.5 gives the result. �Proposition 3.3. Let Y be a generalized Y-piee bounded by 1; 2; 3 (i are simple losedgeodesis or puntures). If L(i) � a for i = 1; 2; 3, then Y is 2-hyperboli, where 2 is a onstantwhih only depends on a.Remark. We reall that we onsider a punture as a geodesi of zero-length.Proof. Let us onsider a geodesi triangle T � Y , whih is a simple losed urve. Then, T ishomotopially trivial or is freely homotopi to i for some i = 1; 2; 3.In the �rst ase, T is the boundary of a simply onneted domain 
 . Then, there is a simplyonneted domain 
 0 � D, with 
 0 isometri to 
 . Sine �
 0 is a geodesi triangle in D, it islog(1 +p2 )-thin [5, p.130℄. Consequently, T is log(1 +p2 )-thin.If T is freely homotopi to i, then T [ i is the boundary of a doubly onneted domain G. Then,there is a doubly onneted domain G0 ontained in the annulus A with simple losed geodesi oflength L(i), with G0 isometri to G. Sine one of the onneted omponents of �G0 is a geodesitriangle in A, it is 41-thin by Proposition 3.1, where 1 is a onstant whih only depends on a. Then,T is 41-thin.Sine every geodesi triangle inD is isometri to a geodesi triangle in A, we have that log(1+p2 ) �41. Consequently, every geodesi triangle T � Y , whih is a simple losed urve, is 41-thin.



23Therefore, Lemma 2.1 and Theorem A give the result. �Many Riemann surfaes an be deomposed in a union of funnels and generalized Y -piees (see [14,Theorem 4.1℄ and [3℄). The following result uses this deomposition in order to obtain hyperboliity.Theorem 3.4. Let us onsider a non-exeptional Riemann surfae S (with or without boundary)without genus (S an be viewed as a plane domain) and a > 0. If there is a deomposition of S in aunion of funnels and generalized Y -piees fYngn with LS(�Yn) � a, then S is 1-hyperboli, where 1is a onstant whih only depends on a.Proof. Sine S has no genus, S an be obtained by pasting the funnels and the Y -piees followingthe ombinatorial design of a tree. Proposition 3.3 gives that Yn is 2-hyperboli, where 2 is a onstantwhih only depends on a. Sine every funnel is onneted with some Y -piee, its simple losed geodesihas length least or equal than a; then, Proposition 3.1 gives that the funnels in S are 3-hyperboli,where 3 is a onstant whih only depends on a. Consequently, Theorem 3.2 gives the result. �Theorems 3.4 and 3.1 give diretly the following result.Corollary 3.1. Let us onsider a non-exeptional Riemann surfae S (with or without boundary)of �nite genus and a > 0. If there is a deomposition of S in a union of funnels and generalizedY -piees fYngn with LS(�Yn) � a, then S is hyperboli.Theorem 3.4 also gives many non-trivial examples of hyperboli non-exeptional Riemann surfaes.Definition 3.3. Let us de�ne a family of Cantor sets indutively, as usual. Let us �x sequenesfrng and fRng of positive numbers, and fNng of natural numbers, with rn � 1RnNn and rn�1 �2rnRn�1, for some positive onstants 1; 2. We onsider �rst the interval J0 := [0; 1℄ in the 0-generation K0. If we have an interval J in the (n � 1)-generation, we hoose Nn losed subintervalsJ1; : : : ; JNn of J ; we denote by I1; : : : ; INn�1 the open subintervals of J whih are between the losedsubintervals J1; : : : ; JNn (i.e. J1 [ � � � [ JNn [ I1 [ � � � [ INn�1 is an interval). We assume thatjJj j=jJ j � Rn and jIj j=jJ j � rn. The n-generation Kn is the de�ned by indution as the union ofevery subinterval Jj of any interval J 2 Kn�1. We say thatK := \nKn is a (frng; fRng; fNng)-Cantorset.Corollary 3.2. The omplement in the Riemann sphere or in the omplex plane of any (frng; fRng;fNng)-Cantor set is Æ-hyperboli, where Æ is a onstant whih only depends on 1 and 2.Proof. We an obtain a deomposition of the surfae in Y -piees, by dividing suessively intotwo groups the intervals of eah generation (we put in eah group the same number of intervals�1). Conditions rn � 1RnNn and rn�1 � 2rnRn�1, guarantees that there are enough big \holes"(depending only on 1 and 2) between the intervals in Kn. Then, a standard argument gives thatthe simple losed geodesis have length bounded by a onstant whih only depends on 1 and 2. Theresult is now a diret onsequene of Theorem 3.4. �The same argument gives a similar result for families of two-dimensional Cantor sets.Aknowledgements. We would like to thank Professor J. L. Fern�andez for many useful disus-sions. Also, we would like to thank Venanio Alvarez, Jes�us Gonzalo and Ana Portilla for some usefuldisussions.
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